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Genshin impact slow download reddit

Anyone else experiencing a covert download speed?? it seems like its not an issue on my side since I can go well above 0.30MB/s when I tried to download other thingsPage 2 32 comments like this, I know everyone is having issues with slow downloads. I was getting about 0.31 MB/s and getting
frustrated, so I checked my connections on my firewall and realized that patch servers are in Hong Kong. Welp, I stuck to my VPN, destination: Hong Kong.And now I'm downloading at 25MB/s.You're welcome. Posted byu/[deleted]1 month ago sorry, this site was removed by the person who originally
posted it. It does not appear in any food, and anyone with a direct link to it will see a message like this one.6 comments decided to make this video last night to help everyone who encountered the same download issues as it was. The video has (somehow) already helped many people and I hope to post
it on this sub I can help many more! Video URL tutorial: A YouTube video is already detached with every individual step I walked during the video, but I will include the times marks back to the bottom of this site in an attempt to stay fully compliant with the rules here. The video is a guide to installing
Genshin Impact in a completely different way than expected that can strongly benefit users who have slow internet speeds or users who are getting very slow speeds on the native launcher. Using this method you could play download speeds of more than 200 Mbps! Of course, this depends on your
Internet speeds. But I'm sure your download speed will be significantly faster than the default installer. My method is a very accessible and simple adaptation of the post from /u/FeelsAmazingMan123 (link). Thank you, FeelsAmazingMan123!! YouTube Video Timestamps:0:00 Enter0:19 Download Speed
Problems1:35 Tutorial2:10 Download Filemail Desktop3:25 Install Filemail Desktop3:30 Use Filemail Desktop to download the ZIP4:35 Browse to Genshin Impact'. s folder4:58 Empty the Genshin Impact Game5:43 Drag GenshinImpact_1.0.0.zip folder to your game6:01 Start impact launcher Genshin6:50
OutroI truly hope this tutorial I did helped you! After helping my friends all night, I felt inspired to edit this tutorial together. I've never sat down and made a class video, so I hope it's gone well. If you guys have some questions regarding my class, PLEASE comment either here or in the video! I will do my
best to stay active and help you with any potential problems as I have been doing in the comments up So the reason the download is taking so long is because the launcher uses a single connection that tends to be slow, by using a download manager like JDownloader 2 that uses multiple connections for
download that can speed up download by a lot. My JDownloader 2 settings you can also set the Maximum Chunks to Download to 16 but 8 is usually the most stable and default default download managers. You can use any Download Manager of your choice as long as it supports downloading with
multiple connections. This is the direct download used by the launcher(This is your official website not a third-party upload): downloading you need to place the zip file in Genshin Impact Gens\hin Impact Game (DO NOT EXTRACT THE ZIP FILE) The folder should look like thisNow can start the launcher
and it should be good to go after the launcher loaded and installed the files. Edit: The default folder for the game is C:\Program Files\Genshin Impact\Genshin Impact GamePage 23 194 comments Posted byu/[deleted]1 month Sorry, this site was removed by the person who originally posted it. It does not
appear in any food, and anyone with a direct link to it will see a message like this one.7 comments so so many others confused me by the really slow download speed when downloading the game. Like everyone else googled it and all the site i saw said pause and restart download or close the launcher
and restart it. Well after many failed attempts I found someone that a solution that has more than X2 my download speed (went from .29 MB/s-.90 MB/s) it only works on cable connections too. what I did was go to device manager/network adapter/Ethernet right click properties/advanced/ then move to find
speed&amp;duplex/set value at 1 gbs. If that helped let you know! If you download 1MB/s, try pausing and resuming downloading. If this doesn't work close the game completely and relaunch it. Remember that thousands of people are trying to download this at once and with a 15GB file size it will take a
while. Your server is being bombarded and unfortunately we have to be patient. Page 2 203 comments Download pc preload 12Gb to just 300kbps, while compared to other game and steam customers running around 10Mbps. Is there a problem with the client and/or download the traffic, or is this par for
the course for this game? Page 2 124 reviews
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